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Abstract

Subjective well-being (SWB) is an overall evaluation of the quality of a person’s life from his or her own perspective. One common method of assessing this construct requires respondents to think about their life as a whole and to provide a “global” evaluation that summarizes across life domains or affective experiences over extended periods of time. The validity of these global measures has been challenged, however; and experiential measures, which ask respondents to report on their momentary evaluative experiences many times over a constrained time period, have been suggested as a more valid alternative. This paper addresses the empirical evidence for one important challenge to global measures: the possibility that temporarily salient information overwhelmingly influences global judgments, reducing their reliability and validity. This paper critiques prior evidence for this challenge and presents new concerns about the assumed validity of the proposed alternative: experiential measures.
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1 Introduction

Subjective well-being (SWB) is an overall evaluation of the quality of a person’s life from his or her own perspective. According to Diener et al. (1999), the construct and its measures are characterized by three features. First, SWB, as its name suggests, is subjective; it captures the respondent’s own perspective about how life is going rather than an objective evaluation or an outside observer’s perspective. Second, it is global in scope. In other words, measures of SWB are intended to capture overall evaluations that incorporate multiple domains of a person’s life. Finally, SWB is
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balanced in its focus, capturing both positive and negative aspects of life. These distinguishing features of SWB make it especially well-suited for use in a variety of applied and theoretical investigations. For instance, by focusing on subjective evaluations of life as a whole, SWB researchers allow respondents to consider, evaluate and weight the importance of a broad range of factors that may contribute to their perceived quality of life, rather than having those factors selected for them. The subjective nature of the construct contrasts with alternative approaches that rely on expert judgments or theoretical arguments to determine which features of the good life are most important (e.g., Hurka 2014; Ryan and Deci 2000; Ryff 1989).

The subjectivity of SWB and its measures are especially important when investigating decisions, events or interventions that may affect some life domains in a positive manner, while simultaneously affecting other life domains negatively. For instance, specific medical treatments might successfully reduce pain or other symptoms, while also causing negative side effects for cognitive or social functioning. Thus, SWB may be useful if the aim is to find out whether, on balance, the treatment has improved a respondent’s life. The global, subjective nature of SWB judgments allows respondents to evaluate and weight the impact of the treatment on these and other life domains. By assessing SWB, researchers can more fully evaluate the total effect of treatments or other interventions. These features have allowed SWB measures to be incorporated into a wide range of applied and theoretical research programs, and they have led to an increased focus on SWB judgments in policy decisions (Diener et al. 2009; Dolan and White 2007; Frijters and Krekel forthcoming; Kahneman et al. 2004b; Krueger et al. 2009).

Of course, the usefulness of SWB as a construct depends critically on the quality of the measures that are available to assess it, and debates about measurement issues have existed for as long as SWB has been studied. The greatest strength of SWB—its subjective nature—is also responsible for its greatest measurement challenge: SWB cannot be directly observed, and no “gold standard” measure of the construct exists. 1 Thus, substantive investigations of SWB must simultaneously grapple with standard issues of internal and external validity, and with ever-present concerns about the quality of the measures used to assess the central construct.

Throughout much of the early history of research on SWB, social scientists relied on global evaluative measures. This class of measures requires respondents to reflect on their lives and to provide an overall evaluation. Examples include the Satisfaction With Life Scale (Diener et al. 1985), along with a range of single-item life satisfaction scales used in many population-based surveys. Although global evaluative measures have a number of advantages, including their simplicity and high face validity, they are, of course, not perfect. One important challenge to these
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1 One might argue that subjective evaluations should correspond to internal, physiological states, and thus, that physiological measures could ultimately serve as a gold standard. Although this is a possible outcome as psychologists’ understanding of physiological indicators develops, there are currently no candidate measures that have been found to have substantial levels of validity as measures of the underlying construct (Ito and Cacioppo 1999).
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measures—a challenge that is one primary focus of this paper—has been proposed by researchers from the judgment model perspective (Schwarz and Strack 1999). Proponents of the judgment model suggest that constructing a global evaluation should be time-consuming and difficult; i.e., it should require respondents to remember, evaluate and aggregate evaluations of a potentially infinite set of life domains and events. As a result, respondents are thought to rely on a variety of heuristics and biases that simplify the evaluation process, but also affect the validity of the measures that are found.

If these judgment processes affect the reliability and the validity of global measures, then it would be fruitful to investigate alternative measurement strategies that address these specific concerns. Indeed, global measures can be contrasted with experiential measures, which focus on narrower evaluations of specific moments in time (Kahneman and Riis 2005). For instance, with experience sampling methods, respondents are asked repeatedly over an extended period to provide ratings of how they feel at each moment. These momentary ratings can capture emotional reactions to specific events, or they can capture longer-lasting moods that may be influenced by an individual’s temperament or lingering effects of events or circumstances that are not currently the focus of attention. Presumably, people whose lives are going well will evaluate more of the moments of their lives positively (Kahneman 1999). Importantly, from a measurement perspective, experiential measures should be easier for respondents to complete because respondents are not required to remember and aggregate across multiple moments or life domains. In other words, experiential measures might solve the problems of global reports because they simplify the judgment that is required: i.e., respondents only need to consider the moment that they are in.

The goals of this paper are twofold. First, I critically review the evidence that supports the judgment model critique of global evaluative measures. Although a number of highly cited studies purport to provide evidence for the idea that temporarily salient information can dramatically impact global judgments of SWB, these studies have many characteristics that limit the strength of the evidence they provide. The second goal of the paper is to evaluate the psychometric properties of experiential measures, which have been proposed as a useful alternative to global measures. I will argue that although these measures directly address the concerns about global measures, they may pose their own threats to validity that have previously not been considered.

1.1 Measurement challenges: The judgment model of subjective well-being

One of the clearest challenges to the validity of self-reports of SWB comes from Schwarz and Strack’s judgment model of SWB (for a review, see Schwarz and Strack 1999). The judgment model focuses on global evaluative measures of subjective well-being: i.e., measures like life satisfaction judgments, which ask respondents
to consider their life as a whole and to provide a summary evaluation. According to the judgment model, responses to these global measures result from a judgment process that is susceptible to systematic sources of bias and invalidity. Multiple studies from the judgment model perspective have investigated specific processes that are purported to occur when these judgments are made.

For instance, one concern is that SWB judgments are made too quickly to reflect an overall evaluation of all relevant information about a person’s life. Thus, people may quickly scan their memories (or even their current thoughts and feelings) for relevant information, relying too heavily on the information—including potentially unimportant information—that happens to be accessible. Indeed, Schwarz and Strack (1999) suggested that “information that has just been used—for example, to answer a preceding question in a questionnaire—is particularly likely to come to mind later on” (p. 63), and that this temporarily accessible information biases the resulting responses.

In a famous demonstration of this effect, Strack et al. (1988) randomly assigned respondents to answer two questions, one about their global life satisfaction and one about their satisfaction with dating, in one of two orders: dating satisfaction first or global satisfaction first. According to the judgment model, when dating satisfaction is presented first, this life domain should be made especially salient, which should result in strong correlations between the two questions. In contrast, when the global evaluation is presented first, the respondent’s romantic life may not be on his or her mind, and may thus have less of an impact. Results from two separate studies supported this prediction: Correlations between the two questions were only .16 and −.12 when the global satisfaction question was asked first, but they were .55 and .66 when the satisfaction with dating question was asked first. Thus, these studies suggest that the information that happens to be accessible at the time of a global judgment affects the judgment itself.2

Importantly, it is not just information about a person’s life that can affect these judgments; according to judgment model researchers, even feelings that people are experiencing at the time of judgment can affect their judgments in undesirable ways. In one of the most cited examples of research from this tradition, Schwarz and Clore (1983) conducted two studies to assess whether respondents tended to rely on potentially irrelevant current moods when making judgments about their life as a whole. In each of these studies, the authors manipulated the respondents’ current mood (using recall of positive and negative life events in one study and changes in daily weather in the second) to assess whether these manipulations also affected their life satisfaction judgments. In both studies, the respondents in the positive mood conditions reported substantially higher life satisfaction than those
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2 Deaton and Stone (2016) describe an unexpected item-order effect in a large sample of Americans that could be interpreted as further support for this type of context effect. However, because the study was not developed specifically to elicit this effect, the interpretation of this effect is somewhat ambiguous, and more research into the processes that underlie it is needed (Lucas et al. 2016).
in the negative mood conditions (with effect sizes close to a full standard deviation difference). These compelling results were also replicated in other studies that used different mood induction procedures, including placing respondents in a pleasant or an unpleasant environment (Schwarz et al. 1987), surveying people before and after important soccer games with varying outcomes (Schwarz et al. 1987), and even simply arranging for respondents to find a dime before completing the relevant survey (Schwarz 1987).

The findings of other studies have even suggested that feelings that arise simply as a result of the process of searching one’s memory for relevant information can affect judgments. For instance, although this study was not conducted with well-being judgments as an outcome, Schwarz et al. (1991) found that the ease with which respondents could recall examples relevant to a characteristic could affect their ratings of that characteristic. Specifically, participants who were asked to list six examples of times when they acted assertively rated themselves as more assertive than those who were asked to list 12 examples of assertive behaviors. Presumably, the feelings respondents had about the difficulty associated with producing 12 examples provided information that was used in the judgment itself. To my knowledge, studies of this accessibility effect have not been conducted in the well-being domain. However, evidence of this general phenomenon adds support to the idea that a variety of feelings that people experience (including those that are arguably irrelevant for the judgment at hand) can influence their broad judgments.

Taken together, these studies suggest that irrelevant information that happens to be on a person’s mind at the time of judgment can have strong effects on the resulting judgment. These findings represent an important challenge to the validity of global reports of SWB because they suggest that people do not always make SWB judgments in a manner that is consistent with theory or intuition, and that irrelevant information may play a large role in their responses. Indeed, after reviewing research from the judgment model tradition, Schwarz and Strack suggested that one plausible conclusion could be that “There is little to be learned from global self-reports of well-being . . . [What] is being assessed, and how, seems too context dependent to provide reliable information about a population’s well-being, let alone information that can guide public policy” (1999, p. 80). These authors argued that the instability inherent in the judgment process limited the extent to which SWB judgments reflected the actual quality of the respondents’ lives. Research from the judgment model tradition is often cited in critiques of well-being research, and the presumed problems that these judgment processes create for the validity of these measures have led some scholars to suggest that alternatives to global measures of well-being are needed (e.g., Kahneman 1999; National Academy of Sciences 2013; OECD 2013; Testoni et al. 2018).
The concerns that have been raised about global evaluative measures have led some researchers to propose and investigate alternative approaches for assessing SWB. Many of these approaches have focused on addressing the possibility that respondents may have difficulties answering questions that call for global judgments because answering such questions requires respondents to call to mind information from a broad range of life domains, and to aggregate that information into a single judgment. Both tasks—remembering and aggregating—may be challenging and subject to biases.

Robinson and Clore (2002) proposed an accessibility model focused on self-reports of emotion that is relevant (and that has been applied) to judgments of SWB. In their model, they proposed that different time frames for emotion reports result in the use of different processes. For instance, they argued, when evaluating current emotional experiences, people may rely on experiential knowledge, which is likely to capture actual variance in emotional experiences. At the very least, they pointed out, reports of current emotions cannot be affected by flawed memory, which suggests that these reports should be relatively accurate.

As the time frame of the emotional report increases in duration (the amount of time it covers) or temporal distance (the amount of time that has elapsed since the emotion occurred), respondents must rely on episodic memory—i.e., memory of a specific episode and the details of the experience—to provide a report. This process requires the respondent to reconstruct the episode, and memory limitations may prevent respondents from accurately recalling how they felt in the moment. Furthermore, biases related to salient features of specific experiences may systematically distort their recall of emotional experiences. Thus, it might be expected that reports of recent emotional experiences are somewhat accurate, but less so than emotions reported in the moment.

As the length of time between the experience and the report grows, the details of the experience become more difficult to remember, and, according to Robinson and Clore (2002), individuals may rely even more heavily on situation-specific beliefs to reconstruct their experienced emotions. Indeed, respondents may rely more on semantic knowledge about the nature of events than on episodic memory for a specific event when reconstructing the emotional episode. If general expectations about situations contradict the unique features of a specific experience, the reports of that experience may be inaccurate. For instance, if a respondent believes that she typically experiences joy at parties and forgets that during a particular party one month previously she was concerned about a work-related conflict, she may overestimate the level of joy she experienced. Finally, Robinson and Clore (2002) suggested, if respondents forget what they were doing during the time period in question, then they may rely on general beliefs about how they typically feel, even if their experience had actually deviated from these typical levels.

Robinson and Clore’s (2002) model raises concerns about people’s ability to remember relevant information when providing responses to global well-being
questions. However, there are also concerns about people’s ability to aggregate across experiences even if their memory was flawless. For instance, in a series of studies, Kahneman and colleagues provided evidence that when asked to evaluate an extended experience that varied in hedonic valence, respondents tended to place less emphasis on the duration of the experience, and to weigh the peak experience and the end experience heavily when providing an overall evaluation (Fredrickson and Kahneman 1993; Kahneman et al. 1993; Redelmeier and Kahneman 1996). In a particularly striking demonstration of this effect, Redelmeier et al. (2003) randomly assigned patients undergoing colonoscopies to either have the procedure end normally after an especially painful part of the procedure, or to have the procedure extended with a short interval of much milder pain. The authors predicted that even though the patients in the extended condition experienced more pain overall, the tendency to neglect the duration of an experience, combined with the greater salience of the much milder pain at the end of an episode, would lead to more positive evaluations of the extended procedure than of the normal procedure. In support of this prediction, the participants in the extended procedure condition evaluated it more positively, and were even more likely to return for a follow-up than those in the normal procedure condition (although the latter effect was small and just barely significant). Because the two procedures were, on average, identical other than the added interval of mild pain, the tendency to evaluate the longer experience as more desirable than the shorter one violated reasonable expectations about which experience was objectively better. Although debates continue about the processes that underlie effects like these (e.g., Tully and Meyvis 2016), there are plausible concerns about the extent to which people can accurately aggregate across experiences.

Due in part to these concerns, researchers turned to procedures for assessing well-being that reduce reliance on memory and the need for aggregation by respondents. Specifically, experiential measures of SWB shift the emphasis from people’s evaluations of their life as a whole to their evaluations of the individual experiences that they have (Kahneman and Riis 2005). The potential value of these approaches is highlighted most clearly by Kahneman (1999) in a chapter titled “Objective Happiness.” In this chapter, Kahneman argued that something close to an objective measure of SWB can be obtained by repeatedly asking respondents a very simple question that should be unaffected by the concerns raised above: namely, whether, at the current moment, their experience is positive or negative. These momentary evaluations can then be aggregated to get an assessment of the respondent’s overall experience.

Although Kahneman (1999) focused on a very specific type of question for his proposed measure of objective happiness (the simple dichotomous evaluation of whether the person was feeling positive or negative), a broad range of experiential measures have been examined as alternatives to global evaluative measures. There is a long history of research that samples people’s experiences repeatedly over time, while focusing on the emotions and feelings that people report in those moments (for an overview, see Mehl and Conner 2013). These momentary reports can be
aggregated to get an overall sense of the positivity of people’s experiences, which could be considered to be a reasonable proxy for an evaluation of their life as a whole (for a discussion of whether such measures should be seen as equivalent, see Diener et al. 2018).

Of course, methods that repeatedly sample experiences over time are quite burdensome both for participants and researchers. To tackle this problem, researchers have developed alternative procedures that streamline assessments while attempting to generate a rich set of data over time. Specifically, Kahneman et al. (2004a) proposed the day reconstruction method, in which respondents reconstruct an entire day at a time, listing distinct episodes that they experienced during the day, along with the moods and feelings that they experienced during those episodes. The goal of the day reconstruction method is to obtain rich data about momentary experiences using techniques that are less burdensome than experience sampling, but that do not have the same problems as global measures of SWB. Because the day reconstruction method can be administered in a single assessment, it has been incorporated into several large-scale studies, including the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (Goebel et al. 2019), the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, and the American Time Use Survey. This increasingly widespread adoption of experiential measures shows that they are a promising complement or alternative to traditional global measures.

3 Comparing global reports to experiential measures

If the validity of global reports of SWB is severely affected by the processes described by judgment model researchers, then experiential measures provide a sensible alternative that solves the worst of these problems. Specifically, if the problem with global reports is that people are unable or unwilling to consider all relevant information when making global judgments, and instead rely on whatever information happens to be accessible, experiential measures solve the problem by only asking respondents to consider a narrow moment of time, as that moment occurs. Alternatively, if the primary problem is that people focus on especially salient moments or features when aggregating across a range of experiences, experiential measures can solve this problem by repeatedly assessing moments, while taking the task of aggregation out of the hands of the respondents.

In short, researchers have argued for the benefits (if not the superiority; cf. Kahneman 1999) of using experiential measures instead of global measures precisely because the former directly address concerns that have been raised about the latter. However, it is possible to question whether the evidence that the judgment model researchers have presented really does robustly challenge the validity of global report measures. In the next section, I argue that the evidence for the existence of

such problems has been overstated. In addition, because experiential measures so clearly solve two problems associated with global measures (problems of memory and aggregation), there has been a sense of complacency about the validity of these experiential measures. Thus, few explicit tests of their validity have been performed. Indeed, I argue that this complacency has prevented researchers from considering whether experiential measures may pose their own unique challenges to validity that do not affect global measures. If this is the case, then the important questions about the relative strengths of the two types of measures of SWB would remain.

3.1 Concerns about the judgment model

Over the past decade, scientists have been grappling with concerns about the replicability of previously published work (e.g., Open Science Collaboration 2015). Although concerns about replicability have touched many areas of science, the field of social psychology—the field that encompasses judgment model research—has been at the heart of this debate. Social psychological studies fared poorly in the first major attempt to replicate large sets of high-profile studies (Open Science Collaboration 2015), and more targeted investigations of specific high-profile findings have also repeatedly failed to replicate initial claims (e.g., O’Donnell et al. 2018; Cheung et al. 2016; Eerland et al. 2016; McCarthy et al. 2018). To be sure, researchers do not know the true rate of replicability of social psychological studies, but the substantial number of failed replications that has emerged has led to a renewed skepticism about even the most foundational studies in the field.

Specific concerns about problematic research practices have strengthened this skepticism. For instance, researchers (not just from social psychology) have admitted to a variety of such practices, including optional stopping (i.e., checking the results before the data collection is complete and stopping once significance is obtained); the strategic omission of outliers, measures, or even experimental conditions that do not support hypotheses; and post hoc theorizing that makes it appear as though unpredicted effects were hypothesized (John et al. 2012; Kerr 1998). When combined with a tendency to use underpowered designs (Button et al. 2013) and a broad bias against publishing null results, these practices can lead to a high rate of false positives in the literature (Ioannidis 2005). Indeed, in a famous investigation of the consequences of these practices, Simmons et al. (2011) showed that support for clearly wrong (and nonsensical) hypotheses can easily be found when a combination of these practices is used.

These issues are important for discussions about the measurement of SWB. When highly cited studies from the judgment model are evaluated from this modern, skeptical perspective, there are reasons for concern. Specifically, almost all original effects in support of the judgment model of SWB came from a single research laboratory; they typically rely on extremely small sample sizes (with per-cell samples often around 10 to 15 participants; see Yap et al. 2017); they often have effect sizes that could be considered implausibly large; and there have been
increasing numbers of failures to replicate the basic findings from the original studies. For instance, in the original small sample study showing that asking about one life domain (in this case, dating) before asking about general life satisfaction affected the size of the correlation between the two items, the correlations in the condition where general life satisfaction was asked first were much smaller than those that are typically found. These correlations ranged from \(-.12\) to \(.16\) (Strack et al. 1988), whereas previous research on domain satisfaction consistently shows that satisfaction with just about any domain of life tends to correlate moderately (i.e., in the range of .2 to .5) with global life satisfaction judgments, regardless of the order in which they are assessed (Schimmack and Oishi 2005).

Indeed, years after Strack et al.’s (1988) initial item-order study, Schimmack and Oishi (2005) reviewed all of the studies that they could find that used a similar methodology, and they concluded that these initial results from Strack et al. (1988) were outliers. The average correlation between global satisfaction and narrower domain satisfactions was \(r = .32\) when the global measure was asked first, compared to a just slightly larger \(r = .40\) when the domain satisfaction was asked first. Importantly, the difference was even smaller when the Strack et al. (1988) studies were excluded. Moreover, Schimmack and Oishi (2005) conducted five new studies, all of which found extremely small differences across conditions. Using a different design, Lucas et al. (2018) also showed that questions asked before a life satisfaction measure do not have a strong influence on responses to that global question. Thus, although making information salient before asking questions about life satisfaction may have small effects on those judgments, the striking effects presented by Strack et al. (1988) appear to be a dramatic overestimate of the typical effect of temporarily accessible information on global well-being judgments.

The concerns about replicability extend to other evidence from the judgment model. For instance, to test whether ease of retrieval affects judgments of personality characteristics, Yeager et al. (2019) used a large, nationally representative sample to test whether being asked to list six versus 12 assertive behaviors affected people’s ratings of their own assertiveness. In contrast to the original small sample studies (with \(N\)s with approximately eight and 20 participants per cell), the effects found in this large study (\(N = 1,338\) for a two-cell design) were not significant. Again, independent replication that used a high-quality, large sample failed to find results that were consistent with the original findings.

The most well-supported part of the judgment model concerns the mood effects on life satisfaction judgments, which have been found in multiple studies conducted by Schwarz, Strack and their colleagues. Again, however, the original studies often have characteristics associated with low rates of replicability (e.g., small sample sizes, inconsistent measures and analytic approaches, and p-values that are close to .05), and few if any successful replications have been published. Indeed, a growing number of large-scale replications have failed to find effects consistent with the original results.

For instance, Schwarz’s (1987) study, which purported to show that finding a dime can affect life satisfaction ratings, had only eight participants in each of the
two conditions, and the differences between the two conditions were not significant. In another study that focused on people’s reactions to soccer games, Schwarz et al. (1987) called separate groups of respondents before and after two important soccer games, one resulting in a win for the local team, and one resulting in a tie. The authors found a significant interaction between the time (before the game versus after) and the outcome (win versus tie) when predicting life satisfaction and concluded that life satisfaction judgments were influenced by the outcome of the game. However, a closer examination of the results from this study shows that there was a cross-over interaction that was driven as much by theoretically irrelevant and unexplainable differences in life satisfaction before the game as by the differences after the game, and no follow-up comparisons were conducted. Especially considering the small sample size used in the study, the robustness of these results can be questioned.

The study that received the most attention was Study 2 from Schwarz and Clore (1983). In this study, the researchers called respondents on sunny days or rainy days and found that those contacted on rainy days reported lower life satisfaction than those contacted on sunny days. The explanation was that weather affects mood, and respondents rely on their mood when making life satisfaction judgments. However, this study had six separate conditions, each of which included approximately 14 participants. Importantly, five of six conditions were not significantly different from one another (and had means that were quite similar), and just one very large discrepancy drove the entire effect. The difference in this one 14-person cell was quite large, exceeding the decline in SWB that is typically found after the onset of a serious disability or in the first year of widowhood (e.g., Lucas 2007; Lucas et al. 2003). This effect is, arguably, implausibly large given the design of the study.

In recent years, a number of researchers have attempted to replicate this and other mood studies from the judgment model tradition with little success. For instance, Lucas and Lawless (2013) used data from over one million Americans from all 50 states assessed over a five-year period, and found almost no evidence that any form of weather affected life satisfaction judgments, despite having extremely high power to detect even exceedingly small effects. Using panel data, Feddersen et al. (2016) did find significant associations between weather and life satisfaction, but they also had extremely high power, and the effect of weather found in their study was approximately one one-hundredth the size of the effect reported in the original study; i.e., a size that is arguably inconsequential and unimportant for validity. Lucas and Lawless reviewed additional evidence that calls into question the robustness of the original finding of a weather effect.

Finally, because studies like those conducted by Lucas and Lawless (2013) and Feddersen et al. (2016) were conceptual replications that relied on existing data with correlational designs, Yap et al. (2017) conducted nine new experimental studies
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5 Simonsohn (2015) calculated that a one-standard-deviation increase in sunshine was associated with .01 additional points of life satisfaction on a 0-10 scale.
using procedures very similar to the classic judgment model mood studies, but with much larger samples. Although significant effects of mood induction procedures on life satisfaction were found in some of their studies (although not for weather), these effects were substantially smaller than those reported in the original study (e.g., $d_s$ of .09 and .11 for the two focal outcome measures). Thus, it is not clear that these effect sizes were large enough to affect the validity of traditional global well-being measures. These findings imply that concerns raised by judgment model studies about the validity of SWB measures may not be well-founded.

### 3.2 Testing the validity of experiential measures

The previous sections raised concerns about the robustness of existing evidence that challenges the validity of global measures of SWB. An additional issue that should be considered when comparing different measures is whether the proposed alternatives can solve the problems that global measures are thought to have. Experiential measures, such as those that can be obtained from experience sampling methodologies or the day reconstruction method, address concerns about global measures by reducing reliance on the respondents’ ability to remember and aggregate. Thus, these methods address two of the most salient concerns about global measures. However, these potential strengths do not ensure that scores from experiential measures are in fact more valid than global measures of SWB. Indeed, as was noted above, it is not even clear that the concerns that have been raised about global measures translate into demonstrable decrements in validity. Thus, issues of relative validity are empirical questions that must be assessed directly.

Unfortunately, few direct comparisons of the validity of the two types of measures exist. It seems that researchers have relied on the face validity of experiential measures as the justification for their use, without subjecting these measures to more rigorous tests of validity for the purposes of assessing individual- and population-level SWB. For instance, in introducing the day reconstruction method, Kahneman et al. (2004a) simply compared absolute sample-level frequencies and diurnal patterns of effect found using this new method to those found with the existing experience sampling method. Since the publication of this initial report, few explicit tests of validity have been reported.

Admittedly, the lack of testing is attributable in part to some uncertainty about precisely how researchers should validate experiential measures. There is no gold standard measure that can be used as a criterion, and—as I have noted—widely used global measures have been criticized. Thus, the use of experiential measures has been justified primarily based on their assumed beneficial attributes. In recent years, however, my colleagues and I have attempted to address this oversight by considering additional approaches to validating these methods.

For instance, if experiential measures like those obtained from the experience sampling method and the day reconstruction method are valid, they should provide similar results when used to assess well-being in the same sample over the same time
period. Initial investigations that compared the two methods (e.g., Kahneman et al. 2004a) used different samples and only compared sample-level statistics. Studies like this, however, provide an incomplete picture of the convergence across the two methods.

Recently, we asked two samples of students to complete a day of experience sampling (in which they reported on what they were doing and how they were feeling up to nine times per day), followed by a reconstruction of the exact same day using the day reconstruction method (Lucas et al. 2021). This allowed us to compare responses at multiple levels: the sample level (e.g., were the overall sample-level estimates of time spent in specific situations and the average affect similar across methods?), the person level (e.g., did people who reported being happy with others using one method also report being happy with others using the other method?) and the moment level (e.g., when people reported being happy at a particular moment using one method, did they report being similarly happy using the other method?). Results varied depending on the level examined.

When looking at sample-level statistics, the level of agreement was quite high. For instance, when comparing estimates of time spent in various situations, the correlations across the two methods of assessment (using situations as the unit of analysis) exceeded .95. Similarly, when looking at the average positive and negative affect reported in each situation, the correlations across methods were again quite high, ranging from .76 to .85. Thus, if the goal was to estimate sample-level statistics about these experiences, both methods provided similar information.

However, when moving to the person level of analysis, the results were more varied and problematic. First, when assessing individual differences in affect experienced over the course of the day, the two methods converged reasonably well: the between-person correlations (i.e., the correlation between individual differences in average affect estimated with the ESM and average affect estimated with the DRM) for positive and negative affect were .83 and .88, respectively. Yet reports of time spent in specific situations varied across types of situations: person-level agreement was high (ranging from .74 to .83) for reports of how much time a person spent in specific locations, like home, school or work; but it was relatively low for reports of specific activities, like commuting (r = .25), eating (r = .21), or doing housework (r = .28).

Finally, when looking within individuals over time, reports of both affect and activities diverged across methods. These analyses assessed the changes in a person’s affect and activities over time and examined whether the changes measured using one method corresponded to the changes measured using the other. For within-person affect, correlations ranged from r = .34 for positive affect to r = .36 for negative affect (in Study 1; results were similar for Study 2). We calculated within-person kappa coefficients to assess the level of agreement for dichotomous situation variables, and the average kappa across situations was .34. Thus, it appears that two forms of experiential measures—experience sampling and day reconstruction—did not provide the same information when used to assess a day of experience. These results raise some concerns about the validity of these measures.
Moreover, although there is no gold standard against which to compare either global or experiential measures, it is possible to compare both sets of reports to alternative measures that have different strengths and weaknesses. Lucas et al. (2021) obtained informant reports of life satisfaction from friends and family members who knew the respondent well and used these as a criterion that could be predicted from global self-reports, experience-sampling-based reports, and day-reconstruction-based reports. Although the differences in the correlations were not significant, these associations were somewhat higher for the global measures than for the experiential measures, which suggests that at the very least, the validity of the experiential measures did not exceed the validity of the global reports when informant reports were used as a criterion (also see Hudson et al. 2020, 2017; and Hudson et al. 2019a, for similar results). An additional study that looked at the associations over time between well-being and health also found that the associations were slightly stronger for the global measures than for the experiential measures (Hudson et al. 2019b). Overall, these results suggest that there is at least some cause for concern about the validity of experiential measures; and that at the very least, it should not be assumed that such measures provide scores that are more valid than those provided by traditional global measures.

3.3 Concerns about experiential measures

The goal of this paper is not simply to defend global measures and critique experiential alternatives. Instead, the goal is to raise awareness about asymmetries in the ways these classes of measures have been evaluated. Critiques of global measures often proceed by focusing on the processes that underlie the judgments that respondents are asked to make. Experiential measures are often assumed to have advantages over global measures precisely because they do not rely on the same underlying processes. However, as the evidence reviewed in the previous section shows, these fundamental differences in these measures do not always translate into improved reliability and validity for experiential alternatives to global reports. Moreover, few researchers have considered whether there are additional psychological processes underlying these experiential measures that have the potential to systematically (and negatively) affect their psychometric properties. In this final section, I discuss some potential concerns about the processes that underlie experiential measures.

Experiential measures clearly solve two challenges of global measures of SWB: they reduce reliance on memory, and they avoid the need for aggregation on the part of the respondent. However, SWB researchers have, for the most part, failed to consider whether these measures have unique problems that global measures avoid. For instance, it is possible that the increased respondent burden associated with experiential measures affects the quality of the responses that respondents provide (Eisele et al. 2020). In addition, because of logistical challenges associated with experiential measures, these measures are often more difficult to implement...
than global measures in large-scale survey work. This means that selection bias may affect studies that use experiential measures more than studies that rely on global measures, as studies that use experiential measures must often rely on weaker sampling plans.

One salient difference between experiential measures and global measures is that the former measures require respondents to answer the same question multiple times so that multiple experiences can be assessed. Moods and other evaluative experiences fluctuate from moment to moment (e.g., Epstein 1979); therefore, to assess something that is representative of a person’s life, multiple moments must be aggregated. Thus, respondents must report on many such occasions, either as the occasions occur (in experience sampling), or soon after they have happened (as in the day reconstruction method). However, simply asking the same question repeatedly can change the way that respondents interpret the question, which can, in turn, affect the validity (e.g., Meade and Craig 2012).

Schwarz (1999) described a model of survey response that detailed how the specific questions that researchers ask can shape the answers that respondents provide. Although researchers may assume that respondents interpret survey questions literally, subtle features of the testing environment can influence respondents’ interpretations, which can, in turn, affect their responses. As just one relevant example, Strack et al. (1991) presented two similar questions to respondents: one question about happiness and one about life satisfaction. When these two questions were presented as if they were part of two separate questionnaires, respondents provided very similar responses to the two questions. However, when the questions were presented as part of the same questionnaire, respondents appeared to interpret the questions differently, and provided more discrepant responses. Specifically, Strack et al. (1991) argued that in the condition in which the two questions were presented as a part of the same questionnaire, respondents assumed that the researcher would not ask the same question twice, and therefore interpreted the two questions in subtly different ways. Schwarz (1999) noted that findings like this suggest that respondents rely on conversational norms to interpret questions; and one important norm is that people do not ask for redundant information.

It is not difficult to see how such a conversational norm could affect experiential measures; i.e., measures that ask respondents to answer the same question over and over again across multiple experiences. It is possible that by presenting questions in this way, respondents interpret the researchers’ focus as being on the change that occurs from moment to moment, rather than on conditions that remain stable. Thus, respondents may be more likely to report on this change, resulting in exaggerated reports of variability.

Note, however, that this study also has similar characteristics to those from the judgment model, including a very small sample size and somewhat implausible effect sizes. Therefore, even this result should be interpreted with caution until it is replicated in a large-scale, pre-registered study.
At least some evidence exists to support this possibility. In a slightly different context—i.e., an investigation into personality variability—Baird and Lucas (2011) tested whether asking the same personality questions multiple times led respondents to report more variability than they otherwise would have. All participants first provided a global evaluation of their personality in an online questionnaire. Approximately one week later, they appeared in person to complete an additional set of questionnaire measures. Participants were randomly assigned to take part in one of two conditions. In the single-role condition, participants were asked to answer a set of 50 different questions about their personality in a single role (e.g., what their personality is like as a friend, as a worker or as a student). In the multiple-role condition, participants were asked a set of 10 different questions five separate times, once for each role. The hypothesis was that the variability in the responses that participants provided (as assessed by comparing each role-specific score to the general score provided a week earlier) would be greater in the multiple-role condition than in the single-role condition.

The results supported this hypothesis. Compared to the personality scores in the multiple-role condition, the personality scores in the single-role condition were more strongly correlated with and less discrepant in an absolute sense from the global scores. Thus, it appeared that compared to the reports they gave when only asked about a single role, simply asking the same question multiple times led respondents to exaggerate the variability of their personality. Moreover, participants provided responses in the multiple-role condition that were more in line with stereotypes of how people typically behave in specific situations. For instance, participants reported greater differences between the ratings of what their extraversion was like in general and what their extraversion was like as a friend in the multiple-role condition than in the single-role condition. Although it is not clear whether such effects occur in standard experiential measures of well-being, Lucas et al. (2021) reported suggestive evidence that this could be the case, especially for the day reconstruction method. Thus, the unique features of experiential measures—especially the fact that these measures rely on repeated questions—may affect the validity of the scores that result when these measures are used.

These results do not directly address the validity of experiential measures of SWB. However, like the judgment model studies of global reports, they provide insight into the processes by which participants create and report responses to the questions that are posed. Baird and Lucas’s (2011) study suggests that simply asking the same question over and over may communicate to respondents that the researchers are more interested in change than in stability. This may, in turn, lead to responses that exaggerate the impact of changing situational factors on the resulting aggregate ratings. Indeed, experiential measures like those obtained from the day reconstruction method are often more strongly correlated with situational variables assessed at the same time and using the same method than they are with other major life circumstances that are often correlated with more global reports (Lucas et al. 2021). Although it is possible that this is because these situational factors truly do affect momentary experiences, it is also quite possible that these associations appear
because the use of experiential measures makes these situational factors especially salient to respondents. Again, more work that directly evaluates the validity (and the relative validity compared to global reports) of experiential measures is needed.

4 Summary

I want to be clear that in reviewing this research, I am not making the claim that the validity of global reports of well-being clearly exceeds that of experiential measures. Indeed, there are many remaining questions about the validity of both types of measures, and much additional research should be done to clarify these issues. However, many prior reviews of the literature on the measurement of well-being have made two claims that I believe should be reconsidered. First, these reviews have suggested that the attention-grabbing findings from the judgment model tradition show that global measures of SWB are substantially affected by irrelevant features that reduce the reliability, stability and validity of the measures of the responses that lead to the results. The first goal of this paper was to review this evidence with a critical eye. A careful look at this literature suggests that the initial studies and results have characteristics that should raise questions about their replicability, and an increasing number of replications have failed to obtain results that were anywhere near the size of the original studies. Although the processes identified by judgment model researchers may influence well-being judgments, the bulk of the evidence suggests that the effects are small, and are unlikely to substantially affect the validity of the resulting measures.

The second claim that prior critiques of global SWB measures often made was that by solving the problems of memory and aggregation, experiential measures may represent a more valid choice for measuring SWB. Although experiential measures clearly do have these benefits, these features do not guarantee that the measures are more valid than alternatives. For one thing, the memory and aggregation problems may not have been so bad in the first place. In addition, experiential measures may have their own problems that global measures do not have. In this paper, I argued that researchers should not assume the validity of experiential measures, and that their validity must be examined empirically. I also highlighted some initial evidence that should raise some concerns about the validity and the utility of these measures, especially given their costs and burdens.

To be sure, more work on both global and experiential measures is needed. Just because the validity of global measures is not strongly affected by the processes identified by judgment model researchers does not mean that other threats to validity

---

7 Though a case has been made that even if global and experiential measures are valid indicators of somewhat different constructs, global measures like life satisfaction may capture something closer to what is typically meant by SWB or may be more useful for policy purposes (Diener et al. 2009; Frijters and Krekel forthcoming).
do not exist. Questions about inter- and intra-personal comparability have been raised, and the answers to these questions will affect how researchers interpret responses to SWB measures. Similarly, just because challenges to the validity of experiential measures can be proposed, this does not mean that these measures do not have substantial levels of validity. It may even be the case that for some purposes, experiential measures are more valid than global measures. Indeed, studies that include both types of measures have the potential to further our understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of each. Given the wide range of applications of SWB research, an increased focus on these issues will help the field of SWB and all other fields that rely on SWB measures.
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